STUDENT EVALUATION/COMMENTS
Verbatim from Student’s Comments

12. What did you like most about the course and/or the instructor?
13. What did you like least about the course and/or the instructor?

12. That he helps you when you need it.
13. But he gets easily distracted by the students who talk about other things than math.

12. Always enthusiastic, makes me want to participate.
13. That sets and probability shit.

No# I liked the instructor very well because he was cool, but didn’t really like the course, because it get harder at the end & was very easy in the beginning

12. I thought the class was fine but the instructor made it better and he was very helpful throughout the semester
13. I don’t like that on the test there were material we didn’t learn.

No# Tristan was amazing & a great teacher. He was always very helpful. The course was alright, but I struggled at the end.

12. I like the instructor and the course. Very helpful.
13. What I liked least is the fact that It got hard all of a sudden and the material felt crammed at the end.

12. I like the instructors attitude period and office hours.
13. I dislike the course grading scale.

No# I appreciate that Tristan opened his office hours to the students every day of the week. He also gave us test reviews that were not mandatory to help us before an exam. Tristan made math seem a lot easier with his unique style of teaching.

12. Everything
13. Nothing

12. The course was review/instructor was very fun to have.
13. I had to take It made me fall back on classes
Course: J111, Class 7134
Instructor: Tager, T.

12. He has office hours everyday. He was patient with our class.
13. We got off subject sometimes.

12. What I liked most about the course was the instructor. Tristain was the type of professor that cares about the welfare of his students and really tried his hardest to teach the work.
13. I really didn’t like how some of the problems on the test were completely different on what we learned.

No# Instructor was great.

12. I didn’t learn enough!!!
13. Everything!!

12. Nija’s
13. Murder

12. Very helpful and always answering questions.
13. N/A

12. He was always prepared and ready
13. He was very sarcastic.

No# He loves his JOB! He’s smart as H***!

12. my instructor was tight!
13. the math homework

No# The examples the teacher gave us to help on the homework, his office hours, review session, and his enthusiastic for teaching & helping us. I enjoyed everything about this course because the teacher was really helpful and a great teacher.

No# Best teacher I ever had, I want him again—place him in D116!